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SUMMARY
This report provides the analytical documentation for the SOURCE3D Rotor WakedStator
Interaction Code. It derives the equations for the rotor scattering coefficients and stator source
vector and scattering coefficients that are needed for use in the TFaNS (Theoretical Fan Noise
Design/Prediction System). Source vector coefficients are the coefficients for stator scattering of
rotor wakes into acoustic and vortical waves. Scattering coefficients are the reflection and
transmission coefficients for the rotor and stator for inputs of unit amplitude acoustic or vorticity
waves. SOURCE3D treats the rotor and stator as isolated source elements. TFaNS uses this
information, along with scattering coefficients for inlet and exit elements, and provides complete
noise solutions for turbofan engines.
In the past, three-dimensional source codes, generally, have only treated noise produced
by the rotor wake interacting with the stator. Reflection and transmission from the rotor has been
ignored. Also, vorticity waves and the effect of swirl have been omitted. These items are needed
to account for frequency scattering and mode trapping. Frequency scattering is the phenomenon
where the rotor scatters an input wave at blade passing frequency (BPF) into other harmonics.
Mode trapping is the mechanism whereby the BPF mode reflects back and forth between the rotor
and stator, then finally scatters into higher harmonics, and exits.
SOURCE3D is composed of a collection of FORTRAN programs that have been obtained
by extending the approach of the earlier V072 Rotor Wake/Stator Interaction Code. Similar to
V072, it treats the rotor and stator as a collection of blades and vanes having zero thickness and
camber contained in an infinite hard-waUed annular duet. Acoustic and vorficity waves are
calculated by distributing pressure dipoles on the blades and vanes. Then acoustic wave
amplitudes are calculated at arbitrary points within the duct using the normal mode expansion of
the Green's function for an annular duct; vorticity wave amplitudes are calculated via a strip
application of S. N. Smith's cascade theory.
SOURCE3D adds important features to the V072 capability - a rotor element, swirl flow
and vorticity waves, actuator disks for flow turning, and combined rotor/actuator disk and
stator/actuator disk elements. These items allow reflections from the rotor, frequency scattering,
and mode trapping, thus providing more complete noise predictions than previously. The code
has been thoroughly verified through comparison with D. B. Hanson's CUP2D two-dimensional
coupled cascade noise prediction code using a narrow annulus test ease. For this case, which
provides a two-dimensional situation, our results were essentially identical.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In turbofan noise prediction programs such as the V072 Rotor Wake/Stator Interaction
Code (Ref. 1), rotor wakes impinge on the stator producing unsteady vane loads that cause noise.
Generally in these codes, reflections from other fan elements are ignored. However, reflections
from the inlet, exit, and rotor could affect source strength. Experimental studies by Topoi,
Holhubner, and Mathews (Ref. 2) have shown this to be the case. Also, Hanson has
demonstrated this analytically using his coupled cascade theory (P, ef. 3) and Meyer (Ref. 4) has
shown that inlet reflections coupled with the stator can have an impact on source noise levels. It
was shown in Ref. 3 that such such reflections are necessary for accurate noise predictions; also
that a swirl component of mean flow and vorticity waves must be included. These additions to
the acoustic models account for mode trapping and frequency scattering which contribute to
improved correlation with empirical results. Mode trapping is the phenomenon, described by
Hanson (Ref. 3), where a mode at blade passing frequency (BPF) reflects back and forth between
the rotor and stator, but is cut off in the inlet and exit. Scattering, i.e. frequency scattering, of this
mode by the rotor produces higher harmonic modes which then escape through through the inlet
or exit. The presence of swirl between the rotor and stator provides a speed range where mode
trapping occurs.
The TFaNS (Theoretical Fan Noise Design/Prediction System, Ref. 5), developed by Pratt
& Whitney under contract to NASA Lewis, seeks to overcome the shortcomings of earlier noise
prediction systems by including unsteady coupling between four acoustic elements - inlet, rotor,
stator, exit - shown in Fig. 1.1. It extends the two-dimensional approach developed by Hanson in
Ref. 3, coupling the fan elements via the duct eigenmodes.
In TFaNS, the acoustic elements are coupled at the three interface planes shown in
Fig. 1.1. The axial coordinate is x2 and the axial locations of the interface planes are at x 2, x 2, x 3.
At these planes, state vector A with elements A 1, A 2, and A s, and source vector B with elements
B/, B e, and/_, are defined. The state vector dements A 1, A 2, and A s give the pressure modal
amplitudes for acoustic waves and velocity modal amplitudes for vorticity waves. The source
vector elements /_r, Be, and Be give the pressure modal amplitudes for the acoustic waves
generated by the rotor wake impinging on the stator. These elements also give the velocity modal
amplitudes for the vorticity waves generated by this wake. State vectors and source vectors will
be described later, in more detail, in Section 2.2.
The action, in TFaNS, of the rotor wake impinging on the stator to create waves that pass
back and forth between the various elements to produce the final noise, is described by the system
of equations
A = SA + B , (1.1)
_
I i
\ i I I i I I i /
iNLET I ROTOR [ STATO R I EXIT
I
I I I
1 2 3
x I X2 X3
A 1 A2 A 3
B 1 B2 B3
INTERFACES PLANES
AXIAL COORDINATES
STATE VECTOR ELEMENTS
SOURCE VECTOR ELEMENTS
-._ X 1
FIGURE 1.1 ACOUSTIC ELEMENTS FOR A TURBOFAN ENGINE
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where S is a scattering matrix made up of modal reflection and transmission coefficients at the
various interfaces. The scattering coefficients will be described in more detail later. Solving this
equation gives the state vector
a = (I - s) -ae, (1.2)
which can then be used to calculate sound power levels and other desired acoustic information.
At the heart of the TFaNS system is the SOURCE3D Rotor Wake/Stator Interaction
Code which calculates the matrix S and vector B needed for the equations above by treating the
stator and rotor source elements each in isolation. The purpose of this report is to document the
approach used by SOURCE3D in attaining this goal.
SOURCE3D was developed at Hamilton Standard; it is coded in FORTRAN 77 and was
designed for _ workstations. It uses the basic framework provided by V072 and retains
much of that code. The basic physical and geometric assumptions for SOURCE3D are the same
as those for V072. In particular, SOURCE3D treats unsteady, subsonic, isentropic flow in an
annular, infinite duct. There is a background of uniform mean flow in each of the element
regions. The stator vanes and rotor blades are treated as flat plates with negligible camber and
thickness. Ref. 1 provides further details regarding basic assumptions.
SOURCE3D is significantly different from V072 in that it treats both the stator and the
rotor, rather than just the stator. Also, it calculates source vector coefficients and scattering
coefficients, rather than the pressure modal amplitudes computed by V072. Additionally, solid
body swirl has been added to the mean flow between the rotor and stator, along with actuator
disks to implement the flow turning accompanying the swirl. These disks turn the flow at the
upstream edge of the rotor and straighten it at the furthest trailing point of the stator. Only
acoustic waves were included in V072. SOURCE3D adds vorticity waves and the source vector
coefficients and scattering coefficients associated with these. Rather than treat the stator and its
actuator disk as separate acoustical elements, SOURCE3D first treats these individually, then
combines them into a single element. The same is true for the rotor and its actuator disk_
Acoustic wave source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients are computed in much the
same way that V072 (Ref. 1) determines modal pressure amplitudes. It calculates vorticity wave
type source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients much the same as modal amplitudes are
computed in Smith (Ref. 6). In order to provide the features mentioned above, much new code
and numerous new subroutines have been added to V072. Additionally, many portions of the old
code have been modified.
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINAR/ES
Before deriving, in the next chapter, source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients
for the stator and rotor, we need to provide some preliminary informatiom The first section of
this chapter treats geometry and provides a definition of swirl by means of a coordinate system
transformation. Much of this is repeated from Ref. 1, but in less detail; the swirl part is new.
Standard waves, source vector coefficients, and scattering coefficients are defined in the second
section. The standard waves provide the form of the input and output for scattering. They are
also treated in Rcf. 5. There is additional information about source vector coefficients and
scattering coefficients in Refs. 3 and 5.
2.1 Geometry and Definition of Swirl
The rotor/stator geometry is shown in Fig. 2.1. As seen there, a cylindrical polar
coordinate system is fixed in the duct with axial coordinate x_ along the duct centerline. The
coordinate xl increases in the direction of air flow. Depending on the context, the origin for xl
may be different in different situations. The rotor turns with fan rotational speed t2 in the
direction of increasing 4. The duct has inner radius rB and outer radius rD. The rotor is made up
of B evenly spaced identical blades, and the stator consists of V evenly spaced identical vanes.
The axial and azimuthal sweep of the rotor blades and stator vanes are defined,
respectively, by the parameters xpz_o, ymzo, and xso, yso specified in Fig. 2.2. These quantities are
defined relative to the leading edges of the rotor and stator at the hub. For the definition of the
wake, the parameter y_, shown in Fig. 2.2 and defined relative to the rotor trailing edge at the
hub, is needed. The parameter xsrac, also required for the wake, corresponds to the axial spacing
between the rotor trailing edge and the stator leading edge. All these parameters are functions of
radius r and are zero at the hub.
Fig. 2.3 shows an '%mroUed" rotor/stator geometry, i.e., the intersection of the rotor
blades and stator vanes with a cylindrical surface of radius r. In this figure, as is the stagger angle
of the stator and otR is the negative of the stagger angle of the rotor. Angle otR is defined this way
so that it will be the analog of as when switching from stator- to rotor-based derivations. The
blades have spacing 21trlB, and the vanes, 2rcrlV. The local semi-chords of the blades and vanes
are, respectively, bR and b which are functions of r. Note that the (xl, x_)-axes, shown fixed to the
stator, will be used later for analysis with regard to the stator. A similar coordinate system,
shown fixed to the rotor, will be used later for rotor analysis. Other parameters included on the
figure are there for later reference and will be introduced then. Also note that some of the
parameters on Fig. 2.3 are further def'med on Fig. 2.2.
-4-
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/
For the case of acoustic waves, solid body swirl is approximated by rotating the stator into
the approaching flow. It is introduced by using the same three-dimensional approach as in Ref. 1
only allowing both stator and rotor to rotate with speeds, respectively, of f2z and K22 (see
Fig. 2.3). The difference in speeds corresponds to the actual rotor speed f2. The stator speed f2z
corresponds to -_,, where f2, is the swirl speed.* Swirl is input by evaluating source vectors for
the stator and scattering coefficients for both the stator and rotor in the stator-fixed coordinate
system rather than in the inertial one. For the case of vorticity waves, the use of different
coordinate systems is not necessary, because swirl is included directly, using a two-dimensional
approach similar to that of Smith (Ref.6).
2.2 Standard Waves and Source Vector/Scattering Coefficient Definition
Three types of waves exist for two-dimensional duct flow (Refs. 3 and 6), upstream- and
downstream-going pressure waves, and downslream-going vorticity waves. For three-
dimensional flow, the physics is much more complicated and is the subject of current research
(Ref. 7). However, here we take the wave families to be the upstream- and downstream-going
pressure waves and two independent vorticity waves convected with the mean flow. The first
vorticity wave can be defiued as a wave with axial and tangential velocity components (no radial
component) and corresponds to the two-dimensional vorticity wave; the second can be defined as
having tangential and radial components (no axial component). The pressure waves propagate at
the speed of sound; the vorticity waves are convected at the mean flow speed and do not create a
pressure disturbance. At this stage of development, SOURCE3D uses only the two acoustic
waves and the first vorticity wave.
These three types of waves are represented in terms of standard wave forms, which in turn
are specified in terms of modal amplitudes, or applying more general terminology, state vectors.
Using these quantifies, we can define source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients. The
standard wave forms presented in this section are those that pertain to the stator-fixed coordinate
system which is the system in which all our final results are given.
Pressure waves, either upstream- or downstream-going, are represented by the expression
l_(Xl,r,g#,t)= p** __, _ _ A_sknWrnn(r)e
s=--_ k=-o. n=l
(2.1)
where the state vector components, A_s _ , represent the pressure modal amplitudes and are
normalized by the far-field pressure, p** . This expression holds in the vicinity of the axial
interface locations x y , where P = 1, 2, 3 (see Fig. 1.1). The subscript W = 1 represents
upstream-going pressure waves, W = 2 downstream-going ones. Further, s is the blade passing
* The reason for the minus is that swirl is defined as positive in the direction of positive x2
(Fig. 2.3). However, retaining previous V072 conventions, _ and f_l are positive in the direction
of negative x2.
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frequency(BPF)harmonicindex; k, the vane passing frequency harmonic index; n, the duct
radial mode index;* and m is the circumferential mode order, where m = sB - kV. The function
WVmn(r) is the duct radial mode, qt _skn is the axial wavenumber,** and t is time. In the code, as
would be expected, the infinite limits for s, k, n, as seen in Eq. (2.1), are truncated to give a finite
number of propagating and decaying modes for the coupling analysis. The user sets the criteria
for how this is done.
Note that not all of the indices appearing in the Ref. 5 version of Eq. (2.1) are present in
Eq. (2.1), because the same degree of generality is not required here. Further, note that, as we
proceed through this report, for convenience, we may sometimes omit some indices from symbols
such as those in Eq. (2.1), when itis clear from context what these indices should be. ALso, the
variable x P , when indicated, may sometimes represent locations other than those in Fig. 1.1.
The pressure in Eq. (2.1) is a linear combination of the standard modes for an annular duct
with hard walls. These modes are discussed in Ref. 1 and have the general form
W ran(r) ei(m#-qa_xl-sBD't)- (2.2)
The radial modes here and inEq. (2.1) are given by
W ran(r) = AmnJm(w. mnr) + BmnYra(Knmr ) , (2.3)
where J,, and Y,, are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, and r,_ is the duct mode radial
eigenvalue. The duct mode amplitudes A,_ and B,_ are chosen so that the maximum value of W,,,
over r is +1. Further, the axial wave numbers are given by
: ] (2.4)
where the (+)-sign is for upstream-going waves (W = 1) and the (-)-sign is for downstream-going
ones (W = 2). Also, Co is the speed of sound; M is the axial flow Mach number, U/co, where U is
the duct uniform axial velocity; J] = 1_- M 2 ; and
* Consistent with the convention in V072, radial mode indices here start at 1. However, in
conformance with standard practice, when output is printed, SOURCE3D adjusts this index to
begin instead at 0.
** These wavenumbers are the negative of those specified for TFaNS in Ref. 5. However, the
source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients calculated will be the same because the sign
in front of 3t_vs_ in Eq. (2.1) is minus (-) and it is plus (+) in TFaNS documentation.
SOURCE3D utilizes the present convention in order to maintain consistency with V072.
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Jrksht sB_"_ - m_ s _ _ 2 2• -- K_ .V\ co (2.5)
Note that Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) differ from the analogous expressions in Ref. 1 in that, now, terms
rn_s appear due to swirl. The analysis later in Appendix A will show why this is the case.
Additionally, the notation has been modified so that k replaces m as a subscript, where m, as
before, is given by m = sB - kV.
Standard vorticity waves will be represented here using the axial disturbance velocity
component uew. All other information, such as the transverse component, will be derivable from
this. This component is given by an expression analogous to that for pressure,
UPW(Xl 'r'_'t)=a** _ _ _a mA_s_U_( r)ei[m¢-rga_Cxl-xe)-sBca]"
s -**k=-**n=l
(2.6)
Here W = 3, and the normalization parameter a. is the far-field speed of sound. The state
vector, A_s _ , represents the axial velocity mode amplitude uP _ divided by m, and the Up (r)are
the duct radial mode functions associated with the vorticity waves. The normalization by m in
A_s _ is needed to eliminate undesired division by 0 when m = 0 in some of the actuator disk
formulas which are derived later. Note that the UPn(r)'s are not the solutions of a particular
differential equation associated with this analysis, but are an orthogonal basis set convenient for
use here.
Similar to the case for pressure waves, the axial velocity component in Eq. (2.6) is a linear
combination of vorticity duct modes of the form
U n (r)e i(m,-_ a_xl -sly), (2.7)
where here the axial wave numbers for wave type W = 3 are given (Ref. 6) by
m.Q s - sBfl
s_ = , (2.8)
U
which guarantees that these waves are convected with the mean flow. The vorticity wave radial
duct modes are given by
= cos[ (n - 1)_ (r - r//)U_ (r)
L rD - ri¢
(2.9)
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The modesin Eq. (2.7) are the same as those derived and discussed in Ref. 6. However,
the notation has been changed to that used here and the form is slightly modified. Also, the
modes have the additional factor U,(r) because they are three-dimensional rather than two-
dimensional. The particular set of functions Un(r) was chosen to have the properties expected
physically for the vorticity modes; also because they provide a complete family of functions in the
mathematical sense. This selection is similar to Goldstein's choice in Ref. 8, p. 223.
Before finally defining source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients, some
observations about scattering should be made. As per the discussion in Ref. 3, upstream-going
pressure waves will scatter into upstream- and downstream-going pressure waves and into
downstream-going vorticity waves. Downstream-going pressure and vorticity waves will do the
same. With regard to indices, the stator scatters input waves with indices si, k4, ni into si again,
but not n_arily into k_ and n_. This scattering is viewed in the stationary coordinate system,
which is our stator-fixed system. The opposite is true for the rotor in the stationary coordinate
system; it scatters input waves with indices si, k_, n_ into ki again, but not necessarily into s_ and k4.
Thus schematically we have
Stator: s_, k4, ni ---> s_, k, n,
Rotor: s_, k_, n_ ---> s, k_, n.
Note that mode scattering for the rotor can give both positive and negative values for the output
harmonic s.
In SOURCE3D, the source vector coefficients, B_skn, are the mode amplitudes produced
by the rotor wake acting on the stator, i.e., they are the values of At'wsknin Eqs. (2.1) or (2.6) for
the output waves generated by the wake. The scattering coefficients are the mode amplitudes,
sPPi Wisikini = 1. Alternatively,WW_skn;si_n_" produced by a unit modal input wave, i.e. one with A n
these coefficients are the ratios APws_/A si_nifOr the case where the input state vector
coefficients are not necessarily unity but are arbitrary. Schematically, the scattering process can
be represented by the notation
St'ei
WWiskn;sikin i Awisikin i"
Clearly, the indices must conform to the input/output requirements described above.
B P , and S PP_The elements APsgn, wskn vc_skn_r_ can be used to define several vectors and
matrices that are useful. The vector Aew is made up of elements AVwskn, where the indices (s,k,n)
range over all combinations that the program has selected as active. Bew is defined analogously,
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and _ is the collection of elements _,vcw_sbz_i_r_ over all active combinations of indices
(s_,k_,nO and (s,k,n). As an illustration, consider the simple example where there are two
harmonics, s = 1 and 2. Assume that the only active values of k and n for s = 1 are (k = 1, n = 1).
For s = 2, assume the active values are (k = 1, a = l) and (k = 2, n = 1). Take (P = 2, W = 1).
Then we can write
I A!l,l,1 l I B121,1,1 ]
A 2 2[ 1.2.z,J {_.,_._., J ,2
2,1,I,1;I,LI
S1_ -
22 22
$12,2,1,1;2,1,1 S12,2,L1;2,2,1
22
S12,2,2,1;2,1,1 _12,2,2,1;2,2,1
where the dots in the matrix for $1J2 represent zero elements. Using the vectors Awe and B_,
we can define more precisely the vectors A v and B e used in Fig. 1.1. They are given by
IA;1
A":4#P,
L'#J
These give overall vectors
.-
A 2 , B = B 2 .
A 3 B s
An overall scattering matrix S is also defined, whose level of inclusion of dements corresponds to
A and B. It contains dements for all the input and output modes of all the active waves at all the
various interfaces. It is displayed in Refs. 3 and 5. Consult these references for further details on
S as well as on other items in this section.
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CHAPTER 3
SOURCE VECTOR COEFFICIENTS AND SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS
FOR THE STATOR AND ROTOR ALONE
In this chapter, we obtain source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients for what
will be called the "stator alone" and "rotor alone" cases. These are the cases where coefficients
are derived for the stator or rotor before adding mode scattering by actuator disks. Scattering
coefficients for the actuator disks will be presented in Section 4.1. Then, Section 4.2 will discuss
a procedure for combining these quantifies with the present source vector coefficients and
scattering coefficients to produce the final values for the stator and rotor elements.
The approach for finding source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients is the same
as that in Meyer and Envia (Ref. 1) for obtaining acoustic wave pressure coefficients and as in
Smith (Ref. 6) for determining vorticity waves. We must first derive the upwash on the stator or
rotor coming from the rotor wake for source vectors or from unit modal amplitude standard
waves for scattering coefficients. The upwash is the component of velocity of these inputs that is
normal to the surface of the vanes or blades. Then the upwash is used to obtain the loading on
the vanes or blades by solving Kernel function integral equations. In Refs. 1 and 6, the stator and
rotor are modeled as linear cascades of fiat plates which are divided chordwise into "strips" for
the calculation. The loads take the form of dipole distributions. These loads are then coupled to
the acoustic or vorticity modes to give output modal amplitudes.
This coupling is calculated using formulas for output modal amplitudes and output
vorticity wave modal amplitudes that are derived in Appendices A and B. The formulas for
pressure there differ somewhat from those in Ref. 1 because now there is swirl present between
the rotor and stator. Also, the formulas for the vorticity wave case differ from those in Ref. 6 in
that now we must modify the procedure to cover a three-dimensional rather than a two-
dimensional situation.
3.1 Upwash and Loading
For the stator, the upwash w is evaluated in the stator-fixed system and, as discussed in
Ref. 1, has the general form
W = -- _ Ws ei(ksz-2rcvsB/V-sB_) (3.1)
on vane v, where w, is the Fourier coefficient of w, ks is the chordwise gust wavenumber, z is the
chordwise coordinate along the vane with origin at center-chord and extending from -b at the
leading edge to +b at the trailing edge, and v is the vane index, v = 0, • • •, V- 1.
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To determinetheupwashin the form requiredby Eq. (2.1), we must first determinethe
velocity of its source- eitherthe rotor wake or standardinput waves- in the directionof the
upwash,i.e. normalto thestator. Thenwe musttransformthis resultto chordwisecoordinates.
Detailsfor obtainingw, and k, for the rotor wake are given in Ref. 1 and will not be repeated here.
From Ref. 1, we have for the rotor wake that
w s = -W s sin(Ix s + Ix CL) e-_IsB(y_+ysD-xspac taatXc'L+xsPaC'BtantZCLdg)lr]
X e i[sBb(sincts+°°sets taa°_t:z)lr]
(3.2)
and
ks = SB (sina s +cosixs tanixc_.L). (3.3)
r
In the above, W, is the Fourier coefficient of the wake velocity, W, downstream of the rotor, IXCL
is the rotor blade relative velocity flow angle, and xsPAc is the blade wailing edge to vane leading
edge axial distance. The parameters tzs, yJw, ySD, and b have been defined previously; Ws, Ixs,
IxcL, y_, ySD, XSPAC, and b vary with radius r. These parameters are shown on the schematic in
Fig. 2.3. There is a factor e -isexs_'ac'Bumcxcz_/r included in Eq. (3.2). This factor sets the phase
in the circumferential direction so that the exponential term in Eq. (3.2) equals 1 at the stator
leading edge at the hub. The subscript H in XsPaca and Ixcza_ denotes that their values are taken
at the intersection of the stator leading edge with the hub.
Note that SOURCE3D evaluates the wake Fourier coefficients semi-empirically using
experimental data fitted to a Gaussian wake velocity profile. It allows several choices for these
profiles and also allows use of models for hub and tip vortex flows. Further discussion of the
wake and hub and tip vortices can be found in Refs. 1, 9, and 10.
To determine the upwash, when loading is from input waves rather than from the wake,
we first obtain the upwash velocity components for each s. We sta_rt with either the standard
pressure representation, Eq. (2.1), for acoustic waves or the standard axial velocity
representation, Eq. (2.6), for vordcity waves. Using the momentum equations as in Appendix C,
we can derive the axial, u, and transverse, v, components of acoustic velocity from Eq. (2.1).
Similarly, using the mass conservation equation, again as in Appendix C, we can derive the
transverse component for vorticity waves from the axial components appearing in Eq. (2.6).
Once u and v are known, the upwash is found by resolving these components into a vector normal
to the stator, using the relation
w = u sin Ixs - v COS Ixs. (3.4)
The result is
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I mi costxs +7 s_,_ sinczs
w s _. F** i. r.E....__ ....
P s [ sBf_ + UsY sk_n_ -- mi_s
[ (Xl - XS )- sB_).t ] ,
qt ,,_,i ( r )ei :'_*-_ skini a_k:i (3.5)
for acoustic type waves, and
w s =_a**[rqtsk_niCOSO_s-misintXs]Uni(r)ei[_#-'ta:i"i(xl-xS)"sBD't]Ask_n_ (3.6)
for vorticity waves, where w" represents the s_ harmonic of the upwash.
For the standard waves used in deriving the above relation, we have taken x P = x s in
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.6) so that the input waves, at this stage, originate at an interface located at x s ,
the axial position where the stator leading edge meets the hub. For convenience, the W subscripts
have been omitted from the expressions, but it should _ clear where they would have been
added. The qts_ni's are those appropriate to the particular wave types; m_ is the input wave
circumferential wavenumber. The variables Ps and Us are, respectively, the mean density and the
tmiform axial velocity in the stator element region; the other parameters have appeared
previously.
We next change from stator coordinates, x, to the chordwise coordinate, z, using the
transformation
X 1 X S= --XSD +ZCOStX S + bcosct S , (3.7)
¢ =_ "'SD +ZsinO_s 2_vs._ bgmo_ s
r r V r
(3.8)
referring to the geometry of Fig. 2.3. Then we have
[ m/cosOts +Ts_,_ sin(xs _
w s = _P** [.r.r_._.____ '_ --
P s [ sBf_ + UsY s_,,_ - rnif_s ,,_,_ (r)
ei[-"t a_i Xso-m_ysD Ir+(mi Ir)bsin(x S-Y sk_ibcosot S ]Asir.in i×
i[(m_ sin ct s-.q akin i cos IxS )z-2_vsB IV-sBD.t ]
x e r
(3.9)
for acoustic type waves, and
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w s =-a..[rT&_cosO_s-misinO_s]U_(r )
ei[-'7 a_i,iXSV-ml YSDI r +( mi I r )b sintx S"-7 _ini b eoscxs ]Ask_ni×
• m i .
l[(--$1nlx S --_ Skin i OOSrV S )Z-21L'vsB/V-$B_..t ]
Me r
for vorticity waves.
(3.10)
By inspection of Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), we now can write w, and k,. Because loading is
from input waves rather than from the wake, then w, and k, depend on/q and n_ in addition to s.
To emphasize this dependence, we replace w, and k, with ws&,_ and ks,k: _ . For input waves of
acoustic type (W = 1, 2), we have
"m/cosots +7$_ni sinots 1
X e i['Ysk'n'xsD mtYsDIr+(m'lr)bsm°ts"_sk_'b°astxS]Askln i
- _$,_,iA,k:_,
= _P**
w s,k_n_
Ps
and for vorticity waves (W = 3),
ws,ki_ = -a**[ry $_ni coscz s - mi gln lXs ]
X Uni (r)eZI-'7_"_xso-miYso/r+(ml/r)btinas-'r_b°asots]Aslqni
=-w s,lqn..Aslqni.
For all three wave types,
(3.11)
(3.12)
ks,lqn_ = mi san tZs -7 $k:_ cosOt s . (3.13)
r
For the rotor, the upwash is evaluated in the rotor-fixed system where it has the general
(3.14)W = -- _ Wk,sini e i(kk'sinlz-2rcvkVIB-kV_t)
]_= -.oo
forlla
This is analogous to the representation in Eq. (3.1), only now sBf_
kk,s: _ are the rotor counterparts of ws,k_n_ and ks&n_ , and z is
for vanev, v = 0,--. ,B- 1.
is replaced by kV_, wk,$: _ and
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the chordwisecoordinatealongthebladewith origin at the center-chord and extending from -bR
at the leading edge to +bn at the trailing edge. Because there are no wakes loading the rotor
blades, there are only upwashes produced by standard wave type inputs. Otherwise, there would
have been parameters wk and k, also.
We obtain the upwash in the form of Eq. (3.14) and the expressions for wk,s: _ and kk, s: _
by employing a procedure parallel to that for the stator. We start with the same expressions as
derived before for the standard wave components u and v in the stator-fixed system, then shift
these expressions to the rotor-fixed system using the transformation 0 = _ + D.t, where
temporarily _ is the polar coordinate in the stator-fixed system. The exponential e i(m,y#-siBD't)
in the expression for the standard wave in the stator-fixed system then becomes
e_Imi(_-fa)-si _] = ei[m_-(siB-kV)Da-si Bf_t] =e i(_-kvI'a) in the rotor-fixed system, giving the
factor e -_vf_ appearing in Eq. (3.14). Using the resulting expressions for u and v, and
proceeding as in the stator case from this point forward, we then obtain relations comparable to
Eqs. (3.11)-(3.13). In proceeding in this fashion, however, we use the relation
w = usinO_ R -- vcos0_ R (3.15)
instead of Eq. (3.4) and the coordinate transformation
X 1 = X R _ XRLED -1"ZCOS0_ R + b R cost_ R (3.16)
bR sinc_ R
0 = YRLgD 4.ZsintxR 2_vk ÷ (3.17)
r r V r
in place of Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), again referring to the geometry of Fig. 2.3. In Eq. (3.16), x R is
the axial location where the leading edge of the rotor meets the hub.
The end result is that for input waves of acoustic type (W = 1, 2), we have
p**[_-_c°SO_R+Ys_finO_R t
Wlc,slni =---_--_g [ sBf_ + UieTsi_ - mif2s mini (r)
_"ff si_i x _.eD-miY_eD I r+( mi I r)b R sin ct 1_-7 siknibR oosCt R ] A
x e -'_s_ (3.18)
and, for vorticity waves (W = 3),
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X e i['-'tslknix_El_-miyRLel_/r+(mi/r)bR" - "
smC_R Y s:kni bR e°Sa R ]Asikni
- _k, si_As_.
(3.19)
Further,
kk, sini = mi sma R -T si_ cOSaR (3.20)
r
for all three wave types. The parameters o_R,xr.z.eo, y_, and bR, used above, have been defined
previously; they are functions of radius. The quantities PR and UR are, respectively, the mean
density and the tmiform axial velocity in the rotor element region. Analogous to the situation for
the stator, the input waves for the upwash calculation originate at an interface located at x R, the
axial location where the rotor leading edge intersects the hub.
Renaming now to the stator, once the upwash is known, we can use the theory in Ref. 1 to
find the loading. In particular, we determine f,(r,z), the s _ harmonic of the elemental vane
chordwise loading function, which is defined in Ref. 1; refer there for more detail. We mention
here only thatf,(r,z) is related to the s _ harmonic of tmsteady loading, Ap,, on vane v = 0 through
the relation fi(r,z) = ApgpsU,sw,, where U_s is the fluid velocity relative to the stator vanes.
After fi(r,z) is determined, it can be used in formulas derived in Appendices A and B to obtain
pressure and vorticity axial velocity modal amplitudes, which, in turn, give source vector
coefficients and scattering coefficients.
As per the discussion in Chapter 3 of Ref. 1, f,(r, z) is determined as the solution to the
integral equation
b
e _sz =-_ Kc(z-y)fs(r,y)-_,
-b
(3.21)
where Kc(z - y) is the cascade kernel function for the stator. For standard wave input rather than
rotor wake input, ks and f, should be replaced by ks,ke _ and fs,ke_. Kc is evaluated by using the
following parameters (see Ref. 1):
_r" 41-M2rs,
Reduced frequency: K = -sBD.b I (f3 2rCs ) ,
Inter-vane gap: h = 2rcr / V,
Vane stagger angle: ct s,
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°2_B
V
-_[1 + MTM_s(r / rD )sina s / _32 ] .
In the above, cs is the nominal speed of sound in the stator element region, Mr is the rotor blade
tip rotational Mach number, and Mrs is the Mach number of stator relative flow, Urs/Cs. The
negative sign is used in Eq. (3.21) because we need the loading that induces a normal velocity
equal, but opposite in sign, to the wake or standard wave input.
For the rotor, the loading function for standard waves is fk,si,_(r,z) rather than
fs,kir _ (r,z). If we proceed through the analogous steps for the rotor as previously described in
Ref. 1 for the stator, we obtain the integral equation
bR
ea'k"i_iz =- I Kc(z- Y)fk,s,r_ (r,Y)-_R ,
-b R
(3.22)
that must be solved to determine fk,s_ (r,z). From the derivation of the Kernel in this case, it is
easily seen that to evaluate Kc for the rotor, the parameters above for the stator now must be
changed to:
Reduced frequency: K = -kVD..b R I (_32rCR),
Inter-blade gap: h = 2_r / B,
Blade stagger angle: -aR,
F" +2rrkV [1-MTMrR(r / rD)sintz g / _2r].
B
In the above, cR is the nominal speed of sound in the rotor element region and MrR is the
Mach number of rotor relative flow, U_ icR. The differences in F between the stator and rotor
are due to the fact that for the stator the inter-vane phase angle is given by t_ s = -2rcsB / V,
while for the rotor, its analog, the inter-blade phase angle, has the form t_R = +2rckV I B (see
Ref. 3 for discussion of inter-blade phase angles).
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3.2Source Vector Coefficients and Scattering Coefficients
To find source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients from the loading, we use the
formulas for acoustic output wave pressure modal amplitudes and vorticity output wave u/m
modal amplitudes. The formulas and their derivations are given in Appendices A and B. These
results are obtained by adapting the approaches found in Refs. 1 and 6, respectively, to the
situation here.
The source vector coefficients Bwa_ for acoustic output waves (W = 1, 2), as per the
definition given in Section 2.2, are just the pressure modal amplitudes pwa= given by Eq. (A.24)
when the input loading is from the rotor wake upwash. S'mailarly, the source vector coefficients
Bws_ for vorticity output waves (W = 3) are just the u/m modal amplitudes given by Eq. 03.12).
Thus we have
nwskn "-
"to b
fs(r,z)Dwsi_(r,z)dzdr for W = 1,2,Cwskn(r)ws(r)d
[r B -b
L b
___ {Cwskn(rl)Ws(rt) _ fs(rl,z)Dwsi_(rl,z)dz}Ar l for W = 3,
l=l -b
(3.23)
where the subscript W, which was implicit in the last section, is now shown explicitly. In the
above, w,(r) is given by Eq. (3.2); Cw_(r) and Dwa_(r, z) by Eqs. (A.25) and (A.26) for W = 1, 2;
and by Eqs. 03.13) and 03.14) for W = 3. The elemental vane chordwise loading function f,(r, z)
is determined by Eq. (3.21). As discussed in Appendix B and illustrated in Fig. B.1, for the
vorticity wave case, the annular duct is subdivided into L sub-annuli with widths Art = (rt - rta), l
= 1, • - •, L. At this stage, the interface for output waves is at x s, the axial location where the
stator leading edge intersects the hub.
To obtain scattering coefficients for the stator, we apply Eqs. (A.24) and 03.12) as above,
only now the loading is that provided by unit modal amplitude standard input waves with ws_,_n_
given either by Eq. (3.11) or (3.12) with A_s_r _ = 1. We have used subscripts i to denote input
modal indices; since the input and output harmonics must be the same, no i has been used with s.
We can write
Swwiskn;skin_ =
"to b
Cws_(r)ff_s_.lqn _(r) _ fs_,lqn_ (r,z)Dwsl_(r,z)dzdr for W= 1,2,
rl_ -b
L b
___ tCws_(rI)ff_s_,_n_ (rt) _ fs_,l_n_ (rl,z)Dwslm(rl,z)dz}Arl for W = 3,
l=1 -b
(3.24)
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where Wi = 1, 2, 3. Also, _sW_,_ni(r) is defined by Eq. (3.11) or (3.12), and Cws_(r) and
Dw_(r, z) are the same as before.
Thus far, the source vector coefficients given above are for output interfaces located
where the leading edge of the stator meets the hub, i.e. at x s. The same is true regarding the input
and output interfaces for scattering coefficients. Refer now to Fig. 3.1, which shows prior and
new interface locations. For the stator alone case, we shift the interfaces so that downstream-
going input waves originate from an interface at x 2 and upstream-going input waves from an
interface located at the farthest downstream stator trailing edge coordinate with respect to radius,
x'. Downstream-going output waves originate at interface x" and upstream-going output waves at
2
x. More generally, we designate the new input and output interfaces, respectively, as x Pj and
X P "
Because of the factor e -i_'vwa*'(x_-xe) in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.6) for standard waves, it is
easily seen that the modal amplitudes of output waves associated with source vector coefficients
are changed by an amount
E_,s_ = e -ix wa_(xP-xS ) , (3.25)
where _/wa_ is the axial wave number in the stator element region. Scattering coefficients are the
ratios of the output to the input of state vector coefficients, i.e. AwPs_ v_ -/ Aw_s_ , therefore,
using reasoning similar to that above, scattering coefficients must be multiplied by the ratio of the
output to input shift exponentials, which is the ratio
F ep _ e-_ wa_ (xe-xs)
wl_'is_;sl_ni = e_er wi_ini (xe' - xs ) "
(3.26)
Thus Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) become
and
rv b
EPwskn I Cws_(r)Ws(r) I fs(r'z)Dwskn(r'z)dzdr for W = 1,2,
rl_ -b
L b
EPsi_2 {Cwskn(rl)ws(rl) I fs(rbz)Dwskn(rl'z)dz}Arl for W= 3,
/=1 -b
(3.27)
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sPw_iPi:im;slqni=
rD b
Fww.vP'
skn;slqn__ Cwskn(r)ff: s_,_n_ (r) _ fs_,k_ (r,z)Dwskn(r,z)dzdr for W= 1,2,
rH -b
L b
FWv6PP_ _" {Cwslm(rl)ff:s_,k:_ (rl) _ fs_,k:_ (rl,z)Dwskn(rl,z)dz}Arz for W = 3,
skn;skin i/-_
I=1 -b
(3.28)
where Wi = 1, 2, 3. For cut-on waves, the F's of Eq. (3.26) merely amount to a phase shift.
However, for input or output waves that are cut off, the Fs include real exponentials. These
quantities serve the essential role of keeping reflection and transmission coefficients small for
decaying waves and avoiding large off-diagonal elements in the scattering matrix.
Scattering coefficients for the rotor are derived analogously. Using Eqs. (A.45) and
(B. 15) of Appendices A and B, respectively, we have
rD bR
Fvewl/'_ J Cwsk.(r) k ,s: (r) J fkw,,si. (r.z)Z .k.(r,z)dzd /or W= 1,2,$]Ol;Si_O'l i
rz -b R
L bl_
SwwP_ r,e_ X"
skn;sikn_ = "WWiskn;silo_Z_, {Cwskn(rl)ff:kWi,sini (ri) J fld_i,sin_ (rl,z)Dwstm(rl,z)dz}Arl
I=1 -b R
for W = 3,
where W_ = 1, 2, 3. Additionally, ff,kW_,s:_(r) is given by Eq. (3.18) or (3.19), and
and Dwskn(rl,Z) by Eqs. (A_46) and (A.47) or Eqs. (B.16) and (B.17).
(3.29)
Cws_(r)
The term "WW:kn;s_kn_ in Eq. (3.29) shifts the location of the input and output interfaces
in analogous fashion to •WVC:kn;s_n_ for the stator case. It is given by
-i_ w_ (XP-XR)
Fvcwp_ e
skn;si]oli --
e-_' wi,_,i <x -x R)
(3.30)
Without this factor, the interface for both input and output waves would be located where the
rotor leading edge meets the hub, i.e. at x R. Instead, referring to Fig. 3.1, the output interface is at
x _ for downstream-going waves and at x i, the farthest upstream trailing edge location with
respect to radius, for upstream-going waves. Input interfaces for upstream- and downstream-
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going waves are the reverse. The variables x _ and x P represent the locations x 2 and x i,
depending on the context, and 7wa_ is the axial wave number in the rotor element region.
There is an additional item that must be taken care of before the standalone scattering
coefficients are completely specified. For both the stator and rotor, we must add a term
1 x, meson;sin to the transmission coefficients for those waves that are scattered into themselves,
i.e. waves for which Wi = W, si = s, k_ = k, ni = n. This term is added to account for
transmission of the original wave through the stator or rotor. Though not appearing explicitly in
Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29), this term will now be understood to be included where appropriate. The
function • _wstm;s_ is defined either by Eq. (3.26) or (3.30), except that the subscript i is
removed from all variables except Pi in those definitions.
Before closing, it should be noted that SOURCE3D employs non-dimensional geometry
and performance parameters rather than the dimensional ones used above. This means that for the
stator it utilizes lengths ro and br and speeds cs, Us, and Urs, defined with respect to the
stator element region. Here, br is the vane semi-chord at the tip. Using these parameters, the
formulas defining the stator source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients can be written in
terms of the dimensionless variables Ms = Uslcs; _,s = 2brlro; _, = rnirv; _lsin = _[ slmrD; kskn
= kstn rD; Mr, the rotor rotational Mach number at the blade tip; Ms, the swirl rotational Mach
number at the blade tip; X= = r_,_rD; x = rlrD; Xs = xsol2br; Ys = ysol2br; XsoR = xsvacl2br;
and b = bl2br. Non-dimensionalization is carried through in the rotor case using analogous
rotor parameters and dimensionless variables.
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CHAPTER 4
ADDITIONAL THEORY
Two additional items of theory will be needed to complete the calculation of source vector
coefficients and scattering coefficients: a discussion of flow turning using an actuator disk, and
then a discussion of a combined element to couple either the stator and actuator disk or the rotor
and actuator disk into one element. These topics will be covered in the sections below.
4.1 Flow Turning at the Stator and Rotor
The theory developed thus far provides swirl between the rotor and stator, but does not
include the flow turning at the rotor and stator that must accompany it. In this section, results
will be presented that extend the two-dimensional approach of Ref. 3 to the three-dimensional
situation shown in Fig. 4.1. A first disk will turn the flow at the rotor leading edge and a second
one will straighten it back again at the stator trailing edge. The jumps in mean flow properties are
given by input to the prediction program. Then the associated jumps in unsteady properties, such
as pressure, axial velocity, and tangential velocity, are determined using lineariz_ versions of the
equations of conservation of mass, transverse momentum, and axial momentum.
With reference to Fig. 3.1, the actuator disks are located at the inlet interface x i, which is
the furthest upstream axial location with respect to radius of the rotor leading edge, and at the
exit interface x', which is the furthest downstream axial location with respect to radius of the
stator trailing edge. Input and output waves for the rotor actuator disk have their origins at the
rotor upstream interface x _ and at x i. Input and output waves for the stator actuator disk
originate at x" and at the stator downstream interface x 3. Note that these locations are not the
final ones for rotor and stator input and output waves. These locations will be set by the
combined rotor and stator elements discussed in the next section.
Scattering coefficients at the actuator disks are based on the reflection and transmission of
standard waves impinging on the disks. The harmonic indices s and k- and therefore m, stay the
same for both input and output waves, so that actuator disk scattering is only among wave types
(pressure and vorticity) and among radial mode orders. Similar to the two-dimensional situation
(Ref. 3), there are three possible types of scattering. These interactions are shown in Fig. 4.2,
where, for simplicity, only the subscript W, for W = 1, 2, 3, has been included with the state
vector coefficient A; the indices P, s, k, and ni or n are implied but not shown. The parameters A1
and A_ are pressure amplitudes, shown as solid arrows; the quantity A3 represents the amplitude
u/m for vorticity waves, shown as dashed arrows. In Fig. 4.2, incident pressure wave A1 gives
transmitted pressure wave A1, reflected pressure wave A2, and reflected vorticity wave A3. Inputs
A2 and A3 give similar results. Nine scattering coefficients will result from these interactions for
each set of indices s, k, ni, and n. The others will be zero.
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Scattering coefficients will first be derived for input and output wave origins at the
actuator disk axial locations. Later, the wave origins will be shifted to the desired locations
shown in Fig. 3.1. The details of the derivation of these results are given in Appendix C. The
results in this Appendix hold for both the rotor and stator; only the input data for each will be
different. As discussed in Ref. 11, the actuator disk scattering coefficients are given by the
elements of the matrix K_o, derived there, and given by Eq. (C.58) here. This quantity satisfies the
matrix equation
A,,,, = K_, A_,, (4.1)
where An and Ao,a are vectors made up, respectively, of input and output state vector
coefficients. They are given by
[A;]
A.-  Art,
LA_J
(4.2)
where the elements Awe in the brackets above are the vectors defined at the end of Section 2.2.
The quantity a denotes values on the upstream side of the actuator disk, i.e. those before the
jump; b represents values on the downstream side, i.e. those after the jump. The elements of K_,
give the ratios A_cs_ Pi/Awis _ •
To obtain the final actuator disk scattering coefficients, the input/output wave interfaces
must be shifted to x I and x i for the rotor disk, and to x 3 and x" for the stator disk This is done
using the same approach as for the stator or rotor alone in Section 3.2, only now the just-
mentioned axial locations are used. Thus each scattering coefficient given by K_, must be
w/e/ given bymultiplied by a factor , v,w#n_
Fv,f i_,ei e -_ [_ (_v- xi )
skn;slmi =
e _i_,_ei_f (x_ _xi ) (4.3)
for the rotor disk, and by
-/r _,_(xv-x" )
Fwwpp_ _ e
slm.,s_
e-_W#nltX -x )
(4.4)
for the stator disk, where X P and x _ are the appropriate new input/output interface locations.
Hence, the final actuator disk scattering coefficients are given by the relation
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SPP_ = Ff _ K (4.5)
ww_s_;s_ ww_s_.,s_ ioWWis_.,s_,
where the KiovCW_s_.,s_ are the individual elements of K_.
As previously mentioned, before the coefficients above can be used in SOURCE3D, they
must be non-dimeusionalized. This is accomplished in the same way as discussed previously at
the end of Section 3.2, using the same dimensionless variables as described there. The additional
dimensionless variable _Pws/_ = kPws/m / c/,, is also needed, where _,vws_ is definedin Appendix
C and cp is the medium nominal speed of sound in the appropriate region.
4.2 Combined Elements
Thus far we have derived source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients for
separate stator alone and actuator disk elements. We have also obtained scattering coefficients
for separate rotor alone and actuator disk elements. Let us refer to the coordinates in Fig. 3.1. In
the former case, the axial interfaces are at x 2 and x" for the stator, and at x" and x s for the
disk. In the latter case, they are at x i and x 2 for the rotor, and at x 1 and x i for the disk.
However, SOURCE3D combines the stator and actuator disk into one element and does
the same for the rotor and actuator disk. The combined stator/actuator disk element has axial
interfaces at x 2 and x_; the combined rotor/actuator disk element has interfaces at x 1 and x 2.
Source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients for the combined elements are derived and
presented in Appendix D. For the stator case, they are the elements of the source vector Bco,_n
and the scattering matrix Sco_,rn given there, respectively, by Eqs. (D.19) and (D.18). For the
rotor case, the scattering coefficients are the elements of the scattering matrix Sco_rR described
there for the rotor. As should be obvious, the elements of Bco_R and ScoM'B for the stator
depend on values of standalone stator coefficients and actuator disk coefficients. The same is true
for ScoMn for the rotor.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This report has provided the analytical documentation for the SOURCE3D Rotor
Wake/Stator Interaction Code. Source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients have been
derived for the stator and rotor source elements, each in isolation, for use in the three-dimeusional
TFaNS (Theoretical Fan Noise Design/Prediction System). They have been obtained by
extending the approach of the earlier V072 Rotor Wake/Stator Interaction Code.
The V072 code uses only the stator as its noise source. The SOURCE3D program has
added a rotor element, swirl flow and vorficity waves, actuator disks for flow turning, and
combined stator/actuator disk and rotor/actuator disk elements. When used in TFaNS, the rotor
element will allow frequency scattering and reflections from the rotor, neither of which V072
provides. As mentioned previously, frequency scattering is the mechanism by which an original
blade passing frequency (BPF) harmonic is scattered into other harmonics. The inclusion of the
rotor element, swirl, and actuator disks accounts for mode trapping and amplification in TFaNS
and explain.¢ features of experimental engine noise data not predicted by V072 (see Ref. 10).
Mode trapping, as described earlier, is the phenomenon where the BPF mode grows between the
stator and rotor blade rows through repeated reflections. This mode does not escape through the
inlet or exit, but its energy is scattered into higher harmonics and is dispersed at two and three
times BPF.
It should be noted that the SOURCE3D program has been verified thoroughly vs.
Hanson's CUP2D two-dimensionalcoupled cascade noisepredictioncode usingthinannulus test
cases. Based on a modified advanced ducted propeller (ADP) geometry, the test model had 16
blades, 22 vanes, and was run at a corrected rotor speed of 9,600 rpm. Hub radius rn was 8.15
inches and outer radius rD was 8.164 inches, giving an annulus that was sufficiently narrow for
the case to be considered two-dimensional. For this situation, the two-dimensional predictions of
CUP2D matched the three-dimensional predictions of SOURCE3D very closely. Comparisons
were made for source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients for the stator and the rotor
with and without swirl, with and without actuator disks, and for the actuator disks and the
combined elements each in isolation. In all instances, the results were nearly identical.
It should be pointed out that for two situations, SOURCE3D occasionally gives values of
scattering coefficients which are unrealistically large. When this occurs, it is generally obvious to
the user. The problems are caused by limitations in the original V072 model that carry over to
SOURCE3D due either to two-dimeusional load divergence or to duct resonance at three-
dimensional cut on. Load divergence is a phenomenon that occurs in the two-dimensional
unsteady aerodynamic theory when the normal distance between vanes or blades is half the free
space acoustic wavelength at one or more radial locations. The problem at duct cut on arises
from the factor k,_s in the denominator of the three-dimensional Green's function and in three-
dimensional mode amplitude equations such as Eq. (A.14). This factor, defined in Eq. (A.10),
goes to zero at three-dimeusional cut on. In a fully consistent three-dimensional theory, this zero
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limit would bematchedby a loaddistributionthat alsogoesto zeroat cut on. However, in the
presentmodel,ourloadingis basedon two-dimensionalstripaerodynamics.Thetwo-dimensional
loading does approachzero, but at the two-dimensionalcut-on frequency. Because two-
dimensional and three-dimensional cut-on frequencies are markedly different, computed pressure
harmonics diverge at duct resonance. More will be said about these items in Ref. 12, which
discusses three-dimensional scattering physics results using SOURCE3D.
In conclusion, the SOURCE3D code adds the critical new ingredients of swirl, frequency
scattering, and flow turning to the previous capability. This allows us to make predictions that are
much more complete than before.
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APPENDIX A
PRESSURE MODAL AMPLITUDES FOR A SYSTEM WITH SWIRL
To obtain pressure modal amplitudes for the case where there is swirl between the rotor
and stator, we apply an approach very similar to that in Meyer and Envia (Ref. 1) for the case
where there is no swirl. There are separate formulas for the stator and rotor cases. As stated in
Section 2.1, swirl is taken to be of solid body type (V = _,r) for the three-dimensional case here.
It is implemented by letting the stator rotate at angular speed f_l = -f2,, the negative of the swirl
angular speed, and the rotor at angular speed f_2 (see Fig. 2.3). The difference, (f_l - f_2), is
equal to _, where f_ is the rotor angular speed. For both the stator and rotor, the analysis
starts in the inertial system and ends, finally, in the stator-fixed coordinate system, which is where
modal amplitudes must be evaluated.
For the stator case, we begin with the Green's function equation for unsteady pressure, as
given by Eq. (41) of Ref. 13.* It is written as
p(x,t) -- _ I n(y). VG(x,y,t-'c)Ap(y,z)dS(y)dr,
-** S
(A.1)
in the inertial reference system. In this equation, x and y are, respectively, the field point and
source point duct coordinates, x = (r,_,Xl) and y = (r',_',yl) ; S is the airfoil surface area; n,
the unit normal to this surface; Ap, the pressure loading on this surface; V, the gradient
operator; and t and x, the field and source point times. The axial coordinate origin is taken to
be at the location where the stator leading edge meets the hub, i.e. at xl = x s (see Fig. 3.1). For
simplicity, the indices P and W have been omitted. It should be clear from context what they
should be. G(x, y, t - x) is the Green's function given by
G(x,y,t -x) = -_
where
and
1 £ £ Wmn(r)Wnm(r')e_($--_')S 1 e,ir_(o_)(yl-xl)-o_(t-X)ldo _
_i F k,n_co) "
tn-----.ao n._ l
Ymn(0}) = _C_s _ _(?) sgn(Yl - Xl)
I/ l2k, (co)=
(A.2)
(h.3)
(A.4)
* This reference was the predecessor of Ref. 1 as documentation for V072.
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Also, F = (rD2- r_) ; CO is radian frequency; Cs is the speed of sound in the stator elemem
region; Ms is the axial flow Mach number, Uslcs, where Us is the unifornn axial velocity in the
stator element region; and _ = 3fi - Ms2 • The other parameters have been defined previously.
Let us shift the source point y to the stator-fixed frame using the transformation
= ¢'+ = ¢'- (A.5)
where _' is the source point polar coordinate in the stator-fixed frame (see Fig..A_ 1). Also, we
write Ap(y,'c ) in Fourier series as
Ap(y,z) = _ Aps(y)e -s_a_ , (A.6)
$ _
where y is taken to be on the vane mid-surfaces SM, which have unit normals h(y). Then,
combining Eqs. (A.1), (A.2), (A.5), and (A.6), while rearranging, we can write p(x,t) as
p(x,t)= _ _ _ _r,m(r)e _ S 1 e-iT_(a))xl-iet
s-----**m=--**n--1 --** 4rciFkran (CO)
x _ r" h(v V.[e i(-m#'+7''_(c°)yl) .
_xg .... ( )"_)" -'t ]AP°(Y)i ei(C°-sl_+m'%_d_d'S(y)dCO'
SM --_
(A.7)
where Vy is the gradient taken with respect to the y coordinates.
Next we integrate over d'c, then over
where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function. Then
do, while recalling that _ eaXd'c = 2rgi(x),
co = sB_ -m.Q_ and we have
p(x,t)= _ _ _ _mn(r)ei(m_-_l"_Xl)e -i(sBf_-mgzs)t 1
s=--'** m=--_n=l 2zTkn_
X J_mn(r')fi(y).Vy[ei(-ra_"W"_Yl)]Aps(Y)dS(y),
sg
(A.8)
where
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and
_'m,u = _',,_ (sBf_- m.O_)
(A.9)
= kin.(sBa - m.% )
Vk Cs
(A.IO)
The (+)-sign in Eq. (A.9) is associated with upstream-going waves (W = 1) and the (-)-sign with
downstream-going waves (W = 2).
Let us now shift the observer point y to the stator-fixed system where the modal
coefficients are evaluated. We use the coordinate transformation
= _ + f_zt = _ - f_t, (A.11)
where ¢ is the field point polar coordinate in the stator-fixed frame. Then Eq. (A.8) can be
written as
p(x,t)= _. _ __. _mn(r)ei(r'_-"r"_a)e -is_9"r 1
s=--** m=-.**n=l 2Wkmns
i
s_
(A.12)
and p(x, t) has the form
p(x,t) = _ _ _ Pmns_ll ran(r)e i(mo-ff "_xl-sBDa) ,
s --_ m=--**n=l
(A.13)
In Eq. (A.13), p,,_, is the modal amplitude coefficient we desire. It is given by
tPmns = 2iFkm, _ gm,_(r')h(y). Vy e i(-''*'+_"_'y_) Aps(Y)dS(y). (A.14)
This is the same as Eq. (4.29) of Ref. 1, except that now (sB_ - m.Qs) has replaced sBf_
in the definitions of 3t,_, and k,,_s. The result of these transformations is that the axial
wavenumber (and therefore cut-on frequency) given by Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10) has been modified
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to a form exactlyanalogousto that of the two-dimensional theory. The procedure retains the
correct frequencies, sBf_, in the stator frame.
From this point on, we proceed exactly as in Ref. 1. Along with other relations, we use the
expression
• " " . ,_ _fi(-m¢'-_,,_y_)
h(y).V,[e '(-''¢ "_Yl)l=i(mcosas+Ym,_Sl,,,,,s7
_r t
(A.15)
the coordinate transformation
Yl -- -XSD +bcosas +z'cosas, (A.16)
(_" = (--YSD + bsintX s +z'sina s) I r" , (A.17)
and, the equality
V-1
= U -2ircvsBIVAPs __, P s rsWs (r)fs (r,z)e
v=O
(A.18)
where v is the vane index, -2xsBIV is the inter-blade phase angle Ors for the stator, z" is the
source point chordwise coordinate along the vane, and the other parameters have been defined
previously. For standard wave input, modal index subscripts are added to w,(r) and fi(r, z) m
Chapter 3.
In this process, we also evaluate a summation
V-1
E e xiv(m-sB)/V ,
v=0
(A. 19)
which equals V when
m = sB - kV (A.20)
and, otherwise, equals zero. The result is Eq. (4.36) of Ref. 1, which gives p,,_s as
osv!P,,ms = 2Fk, nns _mn(r)Ursws(r) rCOSas +TmnsSin°ts
b
X e i('q =nsxs° +mys° Ir) [ fs(r,z)e_I(_ _._ eOSas-msinas Ir)(z+b)] dz.dr.
-b
(A.21)
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Eq. (A.20) permitsusto changetheconventionfor thesubscriptson pro,, Y-_, and k,_s,
and to write Eq. (A.13) in the form
pw(X,t) = £ _ _ pws_W mn(r)e i(m_-ffwa_x_-sB°z),
k=-** n=l s=--_
(A.22)
where Tw,_ and kws_ are given by the right-hand sides of Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10). Further, k,_s
in Eq. (A.9) is now kw,_, because W's have been made explicit Additionally, W = 1 or 2,
because output waves m this section are pressure waves. With this new notation, Eq. (A.21)
can be written, finally, as
_ ps V ri m
Pwskn - _ arH W mn(r)Ursws(r)(--_c°sa s + 7 ws_ gma s )
b
X e i('-YwacnxsD+mysDIr) I fs(r'z)ei[(Twa_ ms_s-msinaslr)(z+b)]dzdr"
-b
(A.23)
Note that this modal pressure amplitude is the same as that in Ref. 1, except for one major
difference. Because of swirl, (sBf_- rn_,)has replaced sB_ in Twsk, and kw,_,. Further,
observe that w, and f, will depend also on input wave modal indices ki and hi, in addition to s, for
the case of standard wave input, as discussed in Chapter 3.
Eq. (A.23) can be written for later convenience as
rD b
PWslx= I Cws_(r)ws(r) I fs(r'z)Dws_(r'z)dzdr'
rH -b
(A.24)
where
Cws_(r) = psVUrs_g,,_(r) cosa s +Tws_Sinas
2Fkskn
(A.25)
Dwskn (r,z) = e _I(rwa_oOsas-m sina s Ir)(z+b)] . (A.26)
For the rotor, we proceed similarly. Analogous to the stator case, the axial coordinate
origin is taken at the point where the rotor leading edge meets the hub, i.e. at xl = x R (see
Fig. 3.1). We start with Eq. (A.1) and shift y = (r',¢',y 1) this lime, however, from the inertial
to the rotor-f'axed frame. Here Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) are replaced by
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and
where
_'=_' + alz (A.27)
Ap(.y,'l:)= ,'_ Apk (y )e -kvta'c , (A.28)
P
Using these relations, the analog ofEq. (A.8) is
is the source point polar coordinate in the rotor-fixed frame (see Fig. A.2).
p(x,t)= ___ _ _ Wm,z(r)ei(m_"v"_t'XX)e -i(km-mal)t
k=-** m=-**n=l 2ffkrr_
X I lltmn(r')fl(y).Vy[ei(-m_'+7"_kYl)]Apk(Y)dSQy),
su
where Su now represents the rotor blade mid-surfaces, and T,.,a
(A.3) and (A_4) with
(A.29)
and k,_ are given by Eqs.
co = kVf_ + rn.Q 1 . (A.30)
Similar to before, we shift the field point x from the inertial to the stator-ftxed coordinate
system, using that
¢_= 0 - as t , (A.31)
where (_ is the field point polar coordinate in the stator-fixed system. Then the rotor counterpart
of Eq. (A. 13) becomes
p(x,t)= _ _ _ pmn, gmn(r)e _Im*-n'"_xl-(kv_+mxa1+ma')tl , (A.32)
k=--_ m=.-_n=l
where p,,_k is the modal amplitude for the (kVf_ + rn,Q_ + m_,) 'h harmonic. It is given by
l IYmn(r')h(y).Vy[ei(-m_'+'l"_eYa)]Apk(y)dSQy).
Pm_ = 2iFkrro_ SM
(A.33)
We will see later that Eq. (A.33) gives the modal amplitude we desire.
Eq. (A.33) is analogous to Eq. (A.14). Thus we proceed exactly as for the stator case,
only in place of Eqs. (A.15)-(A.18), we use
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h(y). vy[e"r.i(-m,'_,,e_) ]j__i(rnc°s°__r' R +T_ sina R ) ei(-mi'+r'_) , (A.34)
Yl = -XRD + bR COS0_R + Z' COS0_R '
_' = (-YRD + bR sin°_R +z'sinaR) / r',
B-1
Apk = ___ P RUrRwk (r)fk (r,z)e -zi_vkv/t_ ,
v=0
(a.35)
(A_36)
(A.37)
where z'is the source point chordwise coordinate along the blade. The exponent in Eq. (A.37) is
different from that in Eq. (A.18) because the inter-blade phase angle _R for the rotor is
+ 21tk V/ B. * This procedure gives
PWmnk =
PR B rD m
2Fkmnk _ _g,(r)UrRWk(r)(-'_COSO_ R + Y Wmnk'_nfZ R )
bR
X e i("Yw_xu_+my_/r) I fk(r'z)ei[(Yw"_e°sarmsinaRIr)(z+bR)ldzdr"
-b R
(A.38)
where W's have been added.
In deriving Eq. (A.38), we evaluate a summation analogous to that in Eq. (A_19), i.e.,
which equals B for
B-1
_ e2_riv(m+kV)lB ,
v=0
(A.39)
m = sB - kV (A.40)
and is zero, otherwise. Hence m must assume the same values as it did for the stator.
Using Eq. (A.40) and the fact that f2 = f12 + _,, we find that the time-dependent
exponential in Eq. (A.32) can be rewritten as
e-i( kVf2+ra_l +ntOs) t = e-i( kV_+mt_ ) t
= e-i[kV_+(sB-kV)_]t _. e-iSBfa
(A.41)
* The sign is the reverse of that for c_ s for the stator, because the relative motion between the
rotor and stator is reversed.
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Hence,weseethat pw,_ is the modal amplitude we wish. Further, recalling Eq. (A.30), we have
that
co = kV_ + rn.Q 1 = kV_ + m(f_ - _s
= kVf_ + (sB - kV)_2 - rn.Q s = sBf_ - m.Q s,
(A.42)
so co is the same for the rotor as for the stator. Thus, referring to Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4), 7m,_
and _ axe the same as for the stator, i.e. they are given by Eqs (A.9) and (A.10), only Ms, Cs,
and 13 there must be replaced by their rotor counterparts.
Changing the convention for the subscripts on pw._, 7w._, and km,_, as we did for the
stator, we have, finally, that
Pw(X,t) = _ _ _ PWskn_/ mn(r)e i(m_wa_xx-sBPa)
k=_ n=l $=---.0
(A.43)
and
Pwskn -_ PRB _ W mn(r)UrRwk(r)(_COSC_R + T Wskn _nan)
2Fkskn rs
bR
X e i(-ffwa_xRo+my_/r) _ fk(r,z)ei[(Twa_C°SC_R-msin_R/r)(z+bR)]dzdr.
-bl_
(A.44)
In Chapter 3, subscripts s; and n_ have been added to wk and sk to indicate that the upwash and
associated loading are produced by input from standard waves that have these these modal
indices. Similar to the case for the stator, pwa_ can be rewritten as
rD b
rl_ -b
fk (r,z)Dws_a (r,z )dzdr , (A_45)
where
Cws_ (r) = p RBUrR W mn(r)/m COS_R( +7 Ws_ _n C_R | ei(_wa_xe'°+my_/r) ,"_
2Fks_ \ r ,/
(A.46)
Dwskn (r,z ) = ei[ (Tw_ C°SC_R-msinc_ R/r)( z+bR)] . (A.47)
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APPENDIX B
VORTICITY WAVE MODAL AMPLITUDES
For the present version of SOURCE3D, we use a simplified two-dimensional/three-
dimensional approach to compute the axial velocity modal amplitudes for the vorticity waves.
This is done by placing "very thin" sub-annuli at each radius r of the duct (Fig. B.la) and applying
a two-dimensional Smith formula (Refs. 3 and 6) to the stator or rotor in each sub-annulus
modeled as a two-dimensional cascade. This gives us the axial velocity at each r across the duct
We match these values radially, on an (s, k)-mode-by-mode basis, to values given by the three-
dimensional expression for the vorticity wave axial velocity, which, at this point, has unknown
modal coefficients. By doing this, we obtain an equation involving a Fourier series of the radial
vorticity modal functions U,(r) from Chapter 2. This equation can be inverted to give the
unknown modal coefficients, which are the vorticity modal amplitudes we set out to determine.
In the course of this process we discretize the equations by dividing the annular duct into L sub-
annuli (Fig. B.lb); each sub-annulus has radius rz and thickness Ar t =(rt -rt-1), I = 1, - - •, L.
The Smith formula approximations are calculated in each of these sub-anmdL
The two-dimensional axial velocity u(x,t) associated with a vorticity wave at a single
frequency to for a two-dimensional cascade (Fig. B.2) can be deduced from S. N. Smith's report
(Ref. 6) to be
C
u(x,t) = I r'(zo) _ ff3ei(a3x+f_y4._t)e_i(o_3ooso+f_sinO)zo dz 0
S
0 k=--_
(B.1)
for the stator in the stator-fixed coordinate system. The notation is that of Ref. 3, where c is
blade chord length; F, vortex strength representing loading; zo, vane chord coordinate; s, vane
spacing; u-a , a function given by Smith; o_3, axial wavenumber; _, transverse wavenumber; co,
angular frequency; and 0 is stagger angle. The reader is referred to Ref. 3 for further details.
For a sub-annulus of fixed radius r, treated as a two-dimensional cascade, Eq. (B.1) can be
rewritten in our notation with all the harmonics of blade passing frequency as
u(i, t) = Z usk (r) ei(ra-_-'r _x-x-sBfu) , (B.2)
k=--a* s-- --_
where
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FIGURE B.1 GEOMETRY FOR SUBDIVIDED ANNULAR DUCT
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FIGURE B.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL STATOR CASCADE
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 sk(r) = a**VUsm w s (r)
_r Urs
I sBt-_r _
LLUrs: rs: j
X _ fs (r, z)e i[(_a_ c°SCts-msin%lr)(z+b)ldz.
-b
(B.3)
The coordinate system is that shown in the "unrolled" geometry of Fig. B.3, with 2 specified by
the cylindrical polar coordinates (r,_,21). The axes are attached to the stator at the leading edge
at each radius = r location. As before, m = sB - kV. Also, 7 s_ = (m'Qs - sBf_) / U s , by
virtue of Eq. (2.8); other variables have been defined previously. As mentioned in Appendix A,
w; and f_ will have additional subscripts, ki and hi, for the case in Chapter 3, where the input is
standard waves.
The three-dimensional axialvelocity, u(x, t), will have the same form as given in Chapter 2
for standard vorticity type waves. We write it as
u(x,t)=a** _, _ __,(us_)Un(r)ei(m'-'Ya_xl-sB_)
k=..._s=..._n=l k. m J
(B.4)
in the stator-fixed coordinate system. Here, x = (r, _, xl), where x_ has its origin at the
leading edge of the stator at the hub (see Fig. B.3), which is where output waves originate for
stator results in this section. The coefficients (u,_/m) are the modal amplitudes we wish to
determine. The inclusion of m in these coefficients is required to eliminate division by 0 when
m = 0 in some of the formulas below. Subscripts W, which are equal to 3 for this case, have
been omitted, but are implied. They will be added later.
We rewrite Eq. (B.4) in terms of the coordinates for 2, by applying the tranformation,
xa = - xsD, (B.5)
(_='_ YsD, (B.6)
F
to Eq. (B.4). These relations were obtained using Fig. B.3. Eq. (B.4) then gives
u(_,t)= _ _ t_ I-_-_ei(-mysD/r+_a_Xso)Un(r)}e i(m@-qa_:sB_)"
k_==--',__-'-_ L_I
(B.7)
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FIGURE B.3 STATOR GEOMETRY FOR VORTICITY WAVE MODAL ANALYSIS
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To determine the coefficients
and 03.7) to match at each radius r.
same, this means we must have
(u,Mm), we require the values of u specified by Eqs. 03.2)
Because the exponential terms in these relations are the
or, alternatively, that
**(____]ei(-myso/r'era_xsv)Un(r)U-sk(r)- _ 03.8)
n=l
n=l
=_ I_sl_cOs[(n-l)x(r-rH)l'\lrtj1. rD-rH J
(B.9)
because the exponential in Eq. 03.8) is independent of n. The right-hand side is a Fourier series
with coefficients (us_/m), so that, in essence, the two-dimensional r-dependent lranverse
velocities have been resolved into radial modes.
Eq. 03.9) can be inverted and rearranged to give
rD _ rD fusk (r)ei(_so/r_ _xsv)Un (r)dr . (B. 10)
rs
In practice, U'-sic(r) is evaluated only at the radii rt, 1 = 1, • • -, L, shown in Fig. Blb. Hence Eq.
03.10) must be rewritten in discrete form. It becomes
where Ar t = rl - rt_ I .
2 L
- D I=1
u-slc(rt )e i(rnysv/rt_ a_XsD)un (rt )Art , 03.11)
Finally, by recalling Eq. 03.3) and including W's, the above can be written more
conveniently in the form
where
\ m J I=1 -b
03.12)
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sBD'rl
Cwstm(rl) = VU S Un(r t) t, r-stS ) e i(mysD/rl-qwa_xso) , (B.13)
=(rD--rH)rI Urs l
Lt ) +m2-21--o--zlmsi_aSl\rs J ]
Dws_ (rt ,z) = e it(':wa_oosc<s-msiac< s /'l Xz+b)]. (B.14)
Because output waves m this section are vorticity waves, W = 3.
The modal amplitudes for the rotor are determined by a similar process. We make
changes in Eq. (B.1) similar to those in going from stator to rotor in Ref. 3. We also change from
w,(rl) and f,(rz, z) to wk(rl) and fk(rz, z), much as in Appendix A. In Chapter 3, subscripts si
and ni have been added to wk and fk, specSf36ng the modal indices, because the input is from
standard waves. Proceeding in parallel fashion to the stator case, we find that u(x, t) is still
given by Eq. (B.4), only now xl has its origin where the leading edge of the rotor, rather than of
the stator, meets the hub, so that output waves originate from this location. Further, Eqs. (B.12)-
(B.14) are replaced by the relations
C_I "-'_-J/=l {Cwslm(rl)Wk(#'l)b_lCfk(Fl'Z)Dwshi(Fl'Z)dz} AFI'-bR
(B.15)
Cws_(rt) = BUR Un(rl) ei(mylw/rt'rw_xRD), (B.I6)
rC(rD--rH)rz UrR
( kVnrt
C UrR ) +m2-_. ,RJ_ msilacxR
and
Dws _ ( rt ,z ) = e i[(3' w_ c°sa R-msina s lrt)( z+bR)] , (B.17)
so that Eq. (B.15) now gives the rotor modal amplitudes we desire.
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APPENDIX C
SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS FOR ACTUATOR DISKS
This section extends the two-dimensional actuator disk theory of Ref. 3 to three
dimensions. The extension here was first developed in private notes by D. B. Hanson and then
developed further by the present author. As discussed in Chapter 4, there are two actuator disks.
The first is at the leading edge of the rotor where it turns the mean axial flow to add swirl
between the rotor and stator. The second is at the trailing edge of the stator where it returns the
flow to the axial direction (see Fig. 4.1). The theory here applies to either of the two disks. The
configuration used is shown in Fig. C. 1. For simplicity, the actuator disk is located axially at
x_ = 0, which is where input and output waves also have their origins. The procedure for shifting
the input and output wave interfaces is discussed in Section 4.1. Region a in Fig. C. 1 will refer to
the region on the upstream side of the actuator disk, region b to that on the downstream side.
We will derive scattering coefficients for the three types of wave interactions shown in
Fig. 4.2 and discussed in Section 4.1. To do this, we will use the jump conditions provided by
satisfying linearized mass, axial momentum, and transverse momentum conservation requirements
across the disks. We do not include the effect of a radial component w. Radial equations are
easily derived but are not part of the current formulation. The technique used is to write the flow
variables as the sum of a mean part and a perturbation part (assumed to be small). Expressions
for the conserved quantities on each side of a disk are equated. Mean flow quantities are
determined and spezq.fied from a separate analysis. Jumps in the mean quantifies at the disk
necessitate jumps in the perturbation quantities according to the analysis of this section. The
conservation requirements will be applied one (s, k)-mode at a time; harmonic indices s and k
(and therefore m) will be fixed across the disk, because scattering occurs only on radial indices n
and wave type. First, though, we will need formulas for all the acoustic wave and vorticity wave
unsteady velocity components in terms of state vector amplitudes.
Velocity Components
Acoustic pressure can be written in standard wave form (see Eq. 2.1) as
pw(x 1,r,_,t) = p**
_WslrnV mn V )_
s=---_ k=--** n=l
(c.1)
where P will refer to either region a or b, and W will equal either 1 or 2. Superscript P is not
needed here for _gm (r), nor in the case later for Un(r), so it is omitted from these quantities.
We seek expressions for the associated axial and tranverse velocities in terms of the
parameters A_skn. We write these velocities in the form
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FIGURE C.1 CONFIGURATION FOR THE ACTUATOR DISK
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uWsknzXWskn_ mn _r )e
ms _ k=-oo n=l
(c.2)
vCV(xl,r,¢,t) = a_
s=--_ k=--_ n=l
and determine the unknown coefficients, u_eskn
equation
_u
--+U.Vu -
_t
VWsknAvcsknV mn(r )ei (ra¢-'_'Pw_xl - sBOz) , (C.3)
v P ,and ws_ through use of the momentum
1
- ---7p, (C.4)
Po
where u = (u, v, w) is the perturbation velocity; U = (U, V, 0), the mean velocity; po, the
nominal fluid density; and p, the acoustic pressure.
Eq. (C.4) can be written as
3u _ _ 3
7; +(v +a, = Vp, (c.5)
3 13
if we recall that _ = ---- The (-)-sign in the preceding relation is a result of the fact that
3x2 r3_
x2 and _ are positive in opposite directions (Fig. 2.3). We have aiso used V=-f_,r.
Eq. (C.5) gives the axial momentum equation
3. 1 3p
+ 3X1 PO (C.6)
and the transverse momentum equation
3v u3V+_ _v 1 13p (C.7)
If we substitute Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) into Eq. (C.6) on a mode-by-mode basis, while
replacing U and Po with Up and pv, we fred that
where
P
Uw,_ a..p v Z,_¢,_ (C.8)
_,Pws_ = -sBf_- U py vws_ + m.Q s . (C.9)
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Similarly,usingEqs.(C.1)and(C.3)in Eq.(C.7),weseethat
VPWskn = p** m
a**p e r _,Pws_ "
(c.]0)
Thus we have
T Wskn AP •
uPw(xl,r,iO,t) = p** _ _ _ V
s=--_ k=--** n=l P Pl_'Wskn
and
mn (r)ei(m#-'7_va_Xa-sB_ ) (C.11)
v (xl,r,O,t)= p. Zew,
s=--**k----**n=l PP kn r
A_zsknv/ m,t (r) ei(m_''r _a_x_ -sBat). (C. 12)
To obtain comparable results for vorticity waves, we write the axial velocity in standard
wave form [see Eq. (2.6)] as
u_(xl,r,_,t) a** __AP rr :.,_i(ra*-q_z_xl-ssflt)= "'"Wskn'-'n_':_ , (C. 13)
S=-O, k=--oo n=]
where W now is 3.
We seek an expression for the transverse velocity in terms of the state vector coefficients
A_s _ . To do this, we write the transverse velocity as
vP(xl,r,@,t) = a** _ "P _P ,r :..,,,i(m_'-Tewa_xl-sBfls)ws_ws_ '-' n_":_ (C. 14)
s=---**kffi--_ n=l
and find vVwskn through use of the continuity equation
V.u=0,
which must be satisfied by vorticity wave velocity components. This gives
_u 1 _v
_x 1 r _ '
(c.15)
(C.16)
since the radial component for this wave type is zero. Substituting Eqs. (C.13) and (C.14) mode-
by-mode into Eq. (C. 16), we then have
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vvws_ = ry _s_ . (C.17)
Thus we can rewrite Eq. (C.14) as
_ ** P aP rr r._.,i(mt_-Y_sknxl-sBD't)v_(xl,r,¢,t ) = a** E ry Wskn_Wskn_nt.j_ . (C.18)
s=--** k=--_ n=l
Conservation of Mass
As shown in Ref. 14, the first-order equation for conservation of mass can be written as
U_ U b -
P affa +"-_'Pa = PbUb +--T Pb,
Ca Cb
(C.19)
where a and b are the same as before; the mean flow parameters pa, Pb, U,, Ub, are considered
known; and items with lildas represent disturbance, i.e. fluctuating components. Eq. (C.19) is
applied at the interface between regions a and b, where xl = 0.
Let us define
U_a**
Ca = (p=E= +-_=),
P._ G
(c.2o)
Cb : ao. (pbE b +"Y Pb),
P.. Cg
(C.21)
where a** is used for non-dimensionalization.
P**
(C.1), (C.11), and (C.13), we have
Substituting values for Pa and _a using Eqs.
Ca = ----[Pa 2_, A_sAn'Vm,'(r)+ Ma p **_ A_An'Vmn'(r)+
b** ,e=l Pa co .'=1
pa_,1,=P**pa_,L_, 'Y_,_'A kn,_mn,(r)+Map**__,Can'=l A_'_'_mn'(r)+Paa**£n'=1mAC'_' Un'(r)]'
(C.22)
for each fixed set of indices (s, k). The radial index n' is used here to differentiate between this
index and a second radial index n, which will be introduced later.* The factor e i(rnc-sB_) , which
is part of the disturbance components, is omitted from Eq. (C.22), but implied.
* Note that, in the code, we have used the notation n_ rather than n'.
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We approximateCa, using finite sums, and write it more compactly as
N1 N2 N3
Ca Z--a a= Clslm'Wnm'(r)Alsl_'+ Z "C_sl_'Wmn'(r)A_s_'+ Z C3s_'Un'(r)A3s_"--aa
n'=l n'=l n'=l
(C.23)
where, after simplification, we have
a a a**M a
_a ,= **Tu_' 4 , (C.24)
a a a**M a
c-2akn, = *'72s_' -I" , (C.25)
P_
4_Pa_a**12=1. m.
\P.*ACa )
(C.26)
In going from the first to the second line in Eq. (C.26), we have used the relationship
p = 1.4p / c 2 (C.27)
for isentropic flow of air. There exist relations analogous to Eqs. (C.23)-(C.26) for Cb, --Ca_s_,,
C2b,_,, and __--3bskn,.
From a practical standpoint, we cannot satisfy Eq. (C. 19) at all r, so instead we satisfy it in
1
a Galerldnsense. We set Co = Cb, multiply by w_mn(r)r, and integrate over dr from rH
gl.
to ro, where
rv
gln = [ VL(r) rdr.
rB
We do this for each n, n = 1, • • •, Nz, to obtain the set of equations,
(C.28)
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qs_n'A2s_' Z
.'=1 n'=l n'=l
U_ iV2 N3
Z b b a a a a= - - (C.29)
n'=l .'=1 n'=l
n = 1,...,N 1.
In writing this expression, we have placed the input A's, as shown in Fig. 4.2, on the right and the
output ones on the left. The parameter gl, in Eq. (C.28), and subsequent g's, will normalize
diagonal elements to 1 in matrices that will be def'med later. In Eq. (C.29),
,, (c.3o)
cPs_rzn, = 8 ..., U_--z_kn,. (C.31)
CP_n, = 8l.,n,'C_kn, (C.32)
for P = a or b. Further, _Sn,n, is the Kroneeker delta (1 when n = n', 0 otherwise), and
_,,,n' ='l-r_ U,'(r)Vmn(r) rdr. (C.33)
Eq. (C.29) will be used later when we set up an overall matrix equation.
Conservation of Axial Momentum
The first-order unsteady axial momentum equation at the actuator disk is given by
(1+ MaZ)pa + 2P aUau a = (l + M_)pb + 2pbUbUb
(see Ref. 14). Thus we require that
Fo = Fb, (C.35)
1
Fa = _[(1 + Ma2 )Pa + 2p aUa_a],
P..
(C.34)
(C.36)
where
and Fb is the same, only with b's in place of a's. The factor l/p** is used for normalization.
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Substitutingstandardwave expressionsinto F, and F_, truncating
1
Eq. (C.23), multiplying Eq. (C.35) by _t mn (r)r for each n = 1, •. •, N2,
gln
similarly to the conservation of mass case, we obtain the set of equations,
the sums as in
and proceeding
N1 N_ N3
a a _ F_$1am ' A_slm, _ ___ F3bskn.n,A_skn,
n'=l n'=l n'=l
N1 N_ N3
b b a a a a= 6s .a s . - -
n'=l n'=l n'=l
n = 1,...,N2.
(o37)
This is the second set of equations needed for the final matrix equation. In Eq. (C.37),
P
P 2cpMp_],6,_' =5n.[(1+ n_)+
• _lskn'
(C.38)
P
P =Snn,[(l+M_)+2cpMp_],F2sla_ '
' _;2skn'
(C.39)
F3s_' = _ln, n' [2(1.4)Mp m] (C.40)
for P = a or b.
Conservation of Transverse Momenlmn
The first-order unsteady transverse momentum equation is derived by retaining only the
first-order terms from Eq. (D-23) of Ref. 14. It is given by
P aUa_a + paVaua + paUaVa = PbUbgb + PbVbUb + PbUbVb. (C.41)
Since p = pc 2, V, = _,,r, and Vb = Q,br, where _,, and _,_ are swirl angular velocities in
regions a and b, this can be written as
paUa_a "l'pa_'_$arUa'l" Ma(_arlPa -_PbUb_b-I-pb_$br_b-I - gbI_"_sbF_Db"t. cb )
(C.42)
Let us set
p aUaYa + P a_sarffa + Ma(_ar_a I (C.43)
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anddefineGb analogously. Then Eq. (C.42) is satisfied when
G, = G_. (C.44)
We proceed as previously, substituting standard wave expressions in Eq. (C.44), truncating the
sums, multiplying by _ U n (r) for each n, n = 1, • • •, Ns, and integrating over dr from rB to
g2n r
ro, where
rD
r//
(C.45)
We obtain the result
N1 N2 N3
a a _ G_s_n.A_s_ '
n' =1 n' =1 n' =1
NI Nz N3
Z b b a a a a= G{sknn' A{s;_' - _-_ G_sknn'a2skn' - Z G3sk_'A3skn'"
n'=l n'=l n'=l
n = 1,...,N 3,
(C.46)
where
p Me +_3n, n,Mspcp'YPlskn'
p Me Mspc P r P2s_'
G3Ps_,t, =_)n, rt,f l.4 Pl:' a** Ml#_s_, + l.4 Pt' a**mMsp 1
\ P** ce P** ce
(C.47)
(C.48)
(C.49)
for P "- a or b, and
_2n'n' =-i-! --_t m' n'(r)Un(r)dr 'gn
(c.5o)
_)3n, n' "- 1._._jrD _m'n'(r)Un(r) dr"
g2n rH
(C.51)
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In theabove, M,p = £1a, rDIce, the swirl Mach number at the outer duct radius.
Matrix Equation
Let C_ be the matrix consisting of all elements C_s_,,_ for all allowable s, k, n, and hi.
L_tC_, C_, c_, c_, C_, F,",F_, P;, F_, r;, V_, G_, G_, G_, G_, O_,
and G_ be defined analogously. Then F_,qs. (C.29), (C.37), and (C.46) can be combined and
written in matrix form as
where
KogAog = KmAin,
Fo_-_ -c_l
Fo;-_ -o_l
'_--I_,_-_ -_I,
k_,-_ -_=j
(C.52)
(c.53)
(C.54)
[A_j
(C.55)
The vectors
the vectors
-laSt.
LA_J
(C.56)
Ao., and A_. consist, respectively, of output and input state vectors of type A_ ;
Awe have been defined earlier in Section 2.2.
where
Eq. (C.52) can be solved to give
=K_A_,
K_ -1
(c.57)
(c.58)
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Clearlytheelementsof K_, give the ratios of the output to the input state vector coefficients. By
the definition of scattering coefficients, this means that K_, is the scattering matrix for the
actuator disk. This result is for input and output waves originating at the actuator disk. After
these locations are shifted axially, in Section 4.1, we obtain the final matrix.
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APPENDIX D
COMBINING STATOR OR ROTOR WITH AN ACTUATOR DISK
The source vector coefficients and scattering coefficients for the stator alone and
scattering coefficients for the actuator disk have been derived separately for the configurations
shown in Fig. D. 1a. In this figure, each Awe represents the vector made up of all components
A_slm of type W at interface P over all allowable values of the indices s, k, n. The quantifies B_
are defined analogously for source vectors. See Section 2.2 for a more detailed description of
these vectors. In this appendix, we derive the scattering coefficients and source vector
coefficients for the combined stator/actuator disk element shown in Fig. D.lb. Afterwards we
will discuss a combined element for the rotor. Note that the indices for the interface locations in
Fig. D.1 are kept general, i.e. a, b, and c, so that similar notation can be used later for the
rotor/actuator disk situation. Then rotor results will be analogous to stator results. Referring to
Fig. 3.1, we see that for the stator/actuator disk case, x a = x 2, x b = x*, and x c = x 3. The
analysis here was developed jointly with D. Hansom
Referring to Fig. D.la, we can write for the stator
A_ -- S12aaA2a+ S_A_ + SI_IA_ + B_ (D.1)
Ab2 _ Cba Aa CbaAa , ,,bb--l, + Bb2
-- _'22 za2 + "23 "'3 "t"'321 A1 (D.2)
A_ cbaAa CbaAa .obb--b+B_= "32 " 2 + 033 z'x3 "I" _331 tl I (D.3)
where we have equated standard waves on the left with their component parts on the right.
Exponential and other factors, that would be present in the standard wave representations, are
omitted because they cancel from both sides. In the above, the quantities S_¢ i, defined in
Section 2.2, denote the scattering matrices made up of all the scattering coefficient elements
See
wvc_sin_lq_ for the stator alone whose indices fall in the range of values allowed. The AwP's
on the left of the equations are for output waves; those on the right are for input ones.
For the actuator disk, we have similarly
A_ cbb ,lb , obb--b _bcac
= "312 "ex2 -I- '313 113 + °I1 t=l , (D.4)
¢cb_b . ,_cb--b cc cA_ = "-'22"2 * _23113 + S21AI , (I).5)
A_ ccb ,tb , t, cb--b _,ccac
= 032 .-12 t '333 113 + "31z'xI , (D.6)
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where the scattering coefficient elements ovcW_skn;s_ in the scattering matrices S_g i above are
those for the actuator disk. Again, the Awe's on the left are for output waves, those on the right
for input ones.
where
Eqs. (D. 1)-03.6) can be written in block matrix form as
A b = S aa Sbb SbC A b + B b ,
A c Scb SCC A c
OUt in LBcJ
AP=_AP2_, BP=_B_,
La_J L_J
S aa .-
I 1 [°s_= s_ • , sbc=Ls_,,_
[! J !lsc_= s_ s_, s_= s_ .
s_°_s_c_ Ls_/
(D.7)
A_'s
03.8)
In the matrices above, the dots denote zero matrices. The notations { }i_ and { }o,, in
Eq. (D.7) designate, respectively, input and output waves.
Eq. 03.7) can be rewritten in the alternate matrix form as
A_ =S"A_ +S'_A_ +_,
A_,,t=SbaA_+SbbA_+SbC_+Bb,
where we have changed the A/''s from Eq. 03.7) to A/en's and
they came, respectively, from the input or the output vectors there.
(D.9)
03.10)
03.11)
to indicate whether
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To obtain the scattering matrix and source vector for the combined element case of
Fig. D.lb, we must eliminate the Anbn's and A_u t's from Eqs. 03.9)-(I).11). To do this, note
that, for the combined element, the output waves in Fig. D. 1 a in the region between the stator and
the actuator disk must be the same as the input waves going into the actuator disk there.
Similarly, the output waves traveling from the actuator disk to the stator must be the same as the
input waves entering the stator there. Hence, we require A_ = Ao/'ut. Let us set
a b = A_ = aoL, thenF_q.03.10)#yes that
SO
where
(1- Sbb)Ab = SbaA_".+ Sb':A_• + # ,
A b = ESbaAian + ES_A_n + EB b ,
E = (1 - S bb)-l.
03.12)
03.13)
(D.14)
Using Eq. 03.13) in Eqs. 03.9) and (D.11), then
A_ut = (S aa + Sa_ ES ba )Aian + Sab ESbC A_n + Sab EB b + B" , 03.15)
A_ut = SCbESSaA_ + (S cc + SCbES bc )A_. + SCbEB b + B c . 03.16)
Hence,
out SCC+ SCbESbC AC +( Ja =L tS 'ES"] t lit J,. UB*+S EB"}J"(D.17)
Taking the two state vectors above as Ao,a and A_,, and setting
F Saa + SabESba] [SabESbC] l
Sco_= l [SaESb.] IS_ +SaE#qJ 03.18)
=I{B°+s"EB'  
nco_ l{B"+S_E#}J ' 03.19)
we have, finally,
Aou t = Sco1_Ain + BC0I_. 03.20)
When Bco_rn = 0, we see that the elements of Sco_B provide the ratios of the output to the
input state vector coefficients. Therefore, by the definition of scattering coefficients, Sco_ is the
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scatteringmalrix for the combined element. Also, dearly, Bco_v is the source vector for the
combined element.
The derivation for the rotor case is similar. In place of Fig. D. 1, we now use Fig. D.2 to
obtain the equations
= + +S A, CD.21)
A} = Sbz_A_ + Sbz'_A_ + Sbz}A} , (D.22)
Abs = $}_A_ + S}_A_ + SbsbA_ , (D.23)
Abi ¢bbab cbb.b +S_A_ (I).24)= "112 "12 + °13 "t3
ccb ab . od,--b + S_la _ (D.25)A_ = 022 _-x2 "t- "_23 tlt3
A_ ¢cbab , ocb--b cc c= osz,-, z .t- ,_ssas + SslA _ . (D.26)
These equations have the same form as Eqs. (D.1)-(D.6) have for the stator case, only source
vector terms are no longer present and x" = x 1, x _ = x i, and x _ = x 2. This change in x', x b,
and x c means that rotor alone coefficients replace the actuator disk coefficients in Eqs. (D.1)-
(D.6), and actuator disk coefficients replace the stator alone ones.
Proceeding from this point on, exactly as before, we now obtain
*lout = Sco_Ain (D.27)
in place of Eq. (D.20), where Sco_ is given by Eq. (I).18). We see, again, that the elements of
Scou.s provide the ratios of the output to the input state vector coefficients. Hence, Sco_t_ is the
scattering matrix for the combined element. The quantities S _, S _, if'*, S*c, S _b, S *C, and E in
Eq. (I).18) are, again, specified by Eqs. (I).8) and (D.14), only now the change in x *, x b, and x _
gives elements that are different from those for the stator case.
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